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goats, but many of those who owned these animals destroyed them in
order to avoid payment of the tax.
Peirson, the Resident of the East India Company, gave the Shah a
handsome present and at the same time submitted a petition to him for
the restoration of all the Company's former privileges. Nadir graciously
accepted the present, but refused to restore any of the privileges, on the
grounds that those already granted or renewed through the intermediary
of Mirza Mahdi and the " talligaws " (taliqas) of Taqi Khan which
conferred customs exemption were sufficient.1
On the loth Mufrarrani, 1159 (2nd February, 1746), Nadir left
Isfahan for Khurasan ; travelling via Ardkan and Tabas, he reached
ijasanabad, in the district of Mashhad, early in the following month.
Wherever he halted on this march, he behaved with great severity and
cruelty to the officials ; after examining their accounts and questioning
them, he accused the majority of treason, and had them tortured and
mutilated, and in some cases put to death. At Hasanabad he accused
Shah Quli Khan Qajar, the Governor of Merv, of having intrigued with
Muhammad Irlasan Khan Qajar, dismissed him from his post, and had
him placed first in the pillory and then in the stocks. On examining the
Merv accounts, the Shah grew angry and ordered the chief of the treasury
officials of that place to be blinded ; he then dispatched muha??i!s there
with orders to collect a very large sum " to the last dinar."*
From Hasanabad Nadir went to Mashhad, where he received the
Governors and lesser officials of Herat, Tun, Tabas, Qa'in and other
towns, all of whom he punished. The officials and notables of the Holy
City suffered very severely, no less than 100 of them being executed at
the royal command. Nadir gave orders that the sum of one alf (500,000
tomans) was to be raised by the citizens within the period of a year.8
Muhammad Kazim, who was then in charge of the accounts of the
arsenal and ordnance at Merv, received a summons to the dreaded presence
of the Shah, but (to use his own words)4 :
" By the favours of the Divine and Eternal One which the intelligence is incapable
of imagining, one of the (other) officials and scribes, who had a small account of ten
tomans, on coming into the calamitous gaze of that Presence, became the object
of the royal anger and punishment, but the accounts of this contemptible one,
which amounted to over 500,000 tomans, were, by the grace and assistance of the
Creator, approved."
This authority relates that whenever an official emerged safe and sound
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